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Notes…
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Computers etc.
Business Tools
A tool is defined as an implement used to carry out functions by hand
or machine. It is a thing used in an occupation. There are tools
common to most organizations. These are the things that help them
conduct business in an efficient manner (usually!). We will
concentrate on electronic tools.

Spend some time filling in the following chart. If you have work
experience, think about the tools that you used at a previous
workplace. If you have never worked, do a field study of the building
you are in now. It may be a school, mall or an office building. Observe
people going about their business. Ask different people about what
tools they use to make their job easier. And remember, in this case
we are talking about electric tools.

Tool How it helps
telephone system
with voice mail etc.
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Compare your list with the others in your group. Are there
similarities? Can you generate a list of tools that you think are found
in most Canadian workplaces? How many of these tools do you know
how to use? Do you have any in your home?

Post a completed list of all the tools the class identified. Work in a
small group to prioritize their importance. Decide which ones you
think you absolutely need to know, others that you don't think are
important, and those that are not necessary to know how to use. Be
ready to present your ideas to the class. Don't forget you will need
to justify your position.

Critical Essential Not Important

When you heard the reasons other groups gave, did you change your
mind or re-think your position? Why?
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Think about the many business tools you just listed. What do most of
them have in common? That's right! They are used to communicate.
Let's take the one we have all used at one time or another...the
telephone.

The telephone of the past was used to
communicate person to person using only the voice.
When the phone rang, if no one was available to

answer the phone, business was lost. Then came
answering machines. A machine could take a message for

you. You could return the call quickly. The next invention was voice
mail. Even if you are on the phone talking to someone else, your
service takes voice messages. You can even access messages now
from a far distant phone!

Some people hate voice mail and answering machines. Are you
comfortable using them? What are the pros and cons of having
a message taking system (answering machine, voice mail or
receptionist)?

The equipment has also changed. In the past, you dialled a number.
Now you punch in a number. The first phones were wall phones. Then
came phones that sat on the table. Portable phones were the next
step…you can talk without being connected by wire to the phone.

Cellular phones are completely wireless. What comes next?

Work with a team to develop a survey. Ask questions about
types of phones people use, systems they have on their phone
lines (e.g. voice mail, fax), what people prefer, what they hate.
Ask ten people to complete the survey. Compare your answers with
others in your class. Are there similar answers?
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Telephone technology! What would we do without it! Brainstorm with
your class and see how many tools or systems you can think of that
need or are enhanced by telephone technology.

Fax machines

How many things did you come up with? Did someone mention
teleconferencing?  Can you guess what this might mean?
There are actually three types of teleconferencing:

q Audio Teleconferencing links individuals and/or groups in
separate locations using voice communications

q Audiographic Teleconferencing adds to voice with graphics sent
electronically

q Videoconferencing brings people together visually

Audio Teleconferencing is being used to interview people for
positions. You are in one place and the hiring committee is in one or
more other places. This is a cost-effective way to interview out of
town candidates.

Reflection
Do you think that you would prepare for this type of interview
differently?
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The Growing World of Gadgets
There are a lot of items or tools we use in our personal and work
lives that come out of research done to improve communication.  In
some ways they are still connected to communication…we
communicate a need to a machine or technical gadget and in turn the
gadget completes a task for us!

Think about your personal life. What kind of gadgets do you or
someone you know use in your daily lives that might have a computer
chip inside? See how many examples you can come up with.

Category Examples
Visual Entertainment

Audio Entertainment

Photos

Fitness and Health

Automobiles
Transportation
Time

Personal Grooming

Communication Systems

Security

Kitchen
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Computer Literacy

This is a term that has become accepted in the workplace. What
does it actually mean? That depends on whom you talk to. It probably
means that your skills meet the needs of the job tasks you are asked
to complete. A software designer needs very different skills than a
cashier, yet both in their own way need to be computer literate.

Brainstorm as many jobs as you can. Divide them into two lists, one
of jobs that use computer skills and one list of jobs that don't.
Which list will be the longest? Are there many jobs that don't need
computer skills of some kind?

There is also another term that is being used to describe skills:
digital literacy. Is this different than computer literacy? Why or
why not? Digital literacy includes computer literacy, but it also
suggests the ability to use a broad range of electronic or digital
tools used to access and communicate information.

Reflection
There are a couple of expressions that are becoming part of the
language; digital divide and digital literacy. What do you think these
terms mean? Do you think that being digital literate is important for
you? Why or why not?

Do you think computer technology has made our lives
easier or more difficult? Do we manage our time
better? Do we have more time with family and friends?
Can we do things faster and better?
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Where do you think computer
technology will take us next?

There is a new vocabulary that has been added to the language
because of computers. There are also other machines and items that
are connected to the information technology we use at work.

How many of these items can you match?

keyboard Cheap and convenient storage for small
amounts of information

scanner Like a typewriter, used to input
information

mouse Temporary memory that the computer
uses for the work it is doing at a
specific time

modem A screen that has a picture of the
information

CPU Stores a large amount of information
but cannot be moved.

monitor Uses a laser to read information (e.g.
barcodes)

printer The brain of the computer

RAM Sends a signal to the computer when you
press a button or move a wheel

floppy drive and disks Makes a paper copy of the information

hard disk drive Works with the telephone to send
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information to other computers

CD ROM &CDs Stores large amounts of information.
User cannot record information.

The Very Basics!

There are many parts to a computer. Most do one of four jobs:

q input devices take in information
q processing parts  work with information
q output displays or sends the information
q storage saves the information

A simple diagram looks like this:

Organize the terms in the matching activity on page 185 into the
four categories.

Input Processing Output Storage

Input Processing Output

Storage
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Computers are often compared to the human brain. Looking at the
model on the previous page, can you describe the process using
human terms? (e.g., input would be the 5 senses)

All of the things described so far are referred to as the hardware.
The other critical area to understanding computers is software.
Software is an application or a program. Each program or application
tells the computer (or other computerized machine) what to do.

Common Program Types are:

q word processing a program that works with words (text),
useful for letters, reports etc.

q desktop publishing this application can make more
complicated

documents like newsletters or flyers
q database this is a program that arranges

information
and lets the user store it or rearrange it
in different ways
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q spreadsheet this is like a database but more useful
for working with numbers

Some words we use with computers are also used to talk about other
systems like ATMs, fax machines and photocopiers.  Others are
unique to computers.
q user the person using the system
q open to start a program
q close to shut down a program
q exit the same as close
q run open e.g. Word is running on my computer means the
  same as I am using word at the moment.
q install to put a new program into the system the first time
q set up install
q input to give the system some information or data
q delete remove permanently
q enter same as input
q select pick or choose, usually using a mouse or button
q options different choices available
q menu a group of options
q maximize make one program fill the screen of the monitor

 (Windows operating system)
q minimize reduce a program to a small button at the bottom of

the screen (Windows operating system)
q save to keep data (information) in a file
q icon a picture button to select an action (e.g. < in some

programs means save)

If we just looked at the words and not the meaning, could we make
good guesses about what we need to do? Try to use each word in a
sentence not about computers. Do you think there is a relationship
between what you meant in your sentence and the meanings above?
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The computer icon that looks like  6 means wait.
My mother has a beautiful icon that she inherited from her
grandmother. (Icon here means a statue or a picture… a work of art)
If we review the major trends of recent years,

1. Information Revolution
2. High-tech Innovation
3. Global Village
4. Population or demographic shifts
5. New ways of working

which of them can we directly relate to
the issue of digital and computer literacy?
While number 4 seems to be unrelated, one of the
fastest growing groups of users of internet technology are seniors!

Looking at the other trends, a common theme again is communication.
We know more because we have access to more information. We have
the access because the tools are becoming less expensive and
therefore more available. The world is shrinking because of this
access. And the working world is changing to include e-business and
banking, working from home, telemarketing, etc. People can use
phones, modems, teleconferencing systems, faxes and the Internet
to change the ways they work and look for work. WOW!!

The key to opening all of these doors is
Internet technology. We can search the World
Wide Web (WWW) for all sorts of

information. We can e-mail friends on the
other side of the world in seconds. We can do
our banking at a time convenient for us rather
than the bank. Before we go for a job interview
we can see if the company has a web site and
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download information to plan the questions we might want to ask.

The Internet is the Information Superhighway. It is informing us in
ways we couldn't even imagine a short time ago. It is controlled, so
far, by no one country or organization. Read the following quote by a
Canadian trend watcher:

Knowledge is power and money.
Nuala Beck, Shifting Gears

What do you think this means? Do you agree? Are there dangers
that come with knowledge?

Work with a partner and list the pros and cons of having access to so
much unedited, uncontrolled information.

Pros Cons

Compare your lists with others. Do the pros outweigh the cons? The
internet is sometimes compared to the American Wild West, lawless
and uncontrolled. Do you think this is a good comparison?

How do we control information? Should we?
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When do you think you
would use e-mail and when
do you think you would use
snail mail? Why do you think
the term snail mail was
invented?

E-mail or electronic mail is one of the more popular uses of the
Internet. It is developing its own language and its own set of rules.
Remember we talked about the unwritten rules of the workplace?
Well, e-mail systems also have unwritten rules.

If you write a message in caps like HELLO, it means that you are
shouting at the other person or people! These kinds of rules are
called netiquette. Etiquette is what we call social rules about
manners and polite behaviour. Netiquette means the same, only it
relates to how we communicate in e-mails.

There are also lots of acronyms, nicknames and abbreviations that
are used. These are a few of the more common ones:

q newbies are first time users
q FAQ  means frequently asked questions
q :-) means happy  (trick is to look at it sideways)
q :-( means sad or unhappy
q F2F means face to face

Addresses on the Internet are just like those we put on envelopes to
send "snail mail". For a letter to reach its destination, the complete
address is needed on the enveloppe.  E-mail addresses include
something that refers to the person, @ and the server (the company
providing the service). An e-mail address might look like
name@interlog.com. Notice that the address is in lower caps. This is
important to pay attention to!
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Sometimes when you are looking for information, and you want to
know the source, you can look at the web address (web addresses are
very different from e-mail addresses. But it is equally important to
get it exactly right.
q .ca means it is a Canadian site
q .on or .bc identifies it as a provincial site
q .com means it is a commercial site
q .edu takes you to school and university sites
q .gov is a government site
q .int is an international organization
q .mil is military
q .net is used by businesses and others
q .org by non-commercial sites
q as the internet grows, this list will change…

With all this access to information, what kind of skills do we need to
develop?

Skill Why we need it and how we would use it
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When we use the Internet, we leave
"footprints". Some companies want to know
who is visiting their sites. Why would they
want to know this? There is software to
protect your privacy.

Did you remember to include skills like

q researching
q problem solving
q organizing and planning
q prioritizing
q evaluating information (critical thinking)
q drawing conclusions or developing strategies

We talked about computer and digital literacy. There is another
type; media literacy. This type of literacy involves those skills listed
above. Media literacy includes more than the Internet, of course. It
involves other forms of communication: newspapers, videos, films,
radios, books and magazines, advertisements etc. We are expected
to have the skills to critically evaluate what we see and hear and
make decisions based on our evaluation. We are used to doing it
automatically with familiar sources of information. We just need to
transfer our skills to the new media of the internet. Because there
are no rules and no controls, we need to approach it critically.

Big Brother is Watching You.
George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-four

Discuss with your class what you think this quote means. Do you think
that it is true? And if it is true, what impact will e-mail and internet
access have on privacy in general?

What, if anything, would you do about it?
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Why Is Technology A Necessary Business Tool?
During the next few days, fill in this chart every time you
communicate with someone and they or you use a technological tool.
(You only have to list the telephone once!) Remember that a
communication can be a business transaction. How did you get money
from the bank? Pay your bills? Buy groceries?

Communication or
Transaction

Technology Used For What Purpose?

Were you surprised at the diversity of transactions? Almost every
business or company uses technology to enhance their business.

Hmmmm…

The Ford Motor Company, in February, 2000, announced that it would
offer all employees a PC (personal computer), printer and internet
access for a monthly cost of $5.00.
Why do you think that Ford did this? Do you think it will affect their
"bottom line"?
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At this point go back to the chart on page 194. Are there additions
you would like to make to your chart?
Hmmmm….

It costs an organization $17.00 to prepare and send a paper invoice.
Through an Electronic Data Interchange it costs $1.30. According to
a  Conference Board of Canada report the cost of labour is at least
twice the cost of machines.

The microprocessor or micro "chip" is considered the backbone of
new technology. In 1980, a chip could handle a few million
instructions per second. Now a chip handles a billion plus.

As the completed activities indicate, microchips are everywhere in
our lives. Often we don't realize the impact until something goes
wrong!

An Action Plan for Learning

Tools I Need to Learn to Use Barriers to Learning Possible Strategies for
Learning
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Catchy Phrases

user-friendly
distance education
e-learning
surfing the net
knowledge worker
netiquette

By 2000, Canada was number 2 in the
world in the number of Internet users.

Over 47% of the population used the
Internet to communicate, for
entertainment, for research, shopping,

banking and news. Number 1 in the world was
Sweden. Does that surprise you? Why do you
think Canada is ahead of the U.S. in this area?
To find statistics for the rest of the world, go to
http://www.cyberatlas.com/big_picture/geographics

Other Interesting Statistics

q in 1999 12% of all Canadians age 12 or older
have made on-line purchases. This has
doubled from the previous year

q in 1999 49% of users were male, 51% female
q older people are now the fastest-growing

Internet user group

Introductory
Computer Literacy
for Adults
http://literacy.kent.ed
u/Midwest/Materials/
ndakota/complit/toc.h
tml

The Help Web
A Guide to Getting
Started on the
Internet
http://www.imaginaryland
scape.com/helpweb/guide
.html
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The Business Toolbox:
Instructor Notes
Surveys: What are people saying?

§ Try the many brainstorming and vocabulary
activities covered in the Teacher’s Notes with the
group

§ Depending on skill level, you may want to delve more
fully into computer terms, websites, and so on

§ Also, learners may be able to prepare their
materials for this activity on a computer—perhaps
a PowerPoint presentation?

§ Review surveys—their purpose and how they are
presented

§ Use the sample survey and accompanying pie charts
to illustrate how the activity could be done

§ If possible, have the learners try some on-line
surveys

§ Put learners into small groups
§ Ask each group to brainstorm the focus of their

information technology survey—make sure it is
neither too broad nor too specific

§ Have each group develop the survey, print it up
(perhaps on a computer!) and distribute it to as
many people as possible

§ Have groups collect the data
§ Ask the groups to present the data to the whole

group
§ Remind learners that they may choose from a

variety of formats—charts, graphs, PowerPoint
presentations, etc.

§ As a large group, discuss how the surveys differed
as well as the results

Skills to Practise
q brainstorming
q question-making
q conduct survey
q collect and
   interpret data
q translate data
    into a visual
    format
q make oral
   presentations
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Tips for Level 5

§ Ask each learner to choose a tool which he or
she feels confident to use (fax machine, ATM,
printer, label maker, cell phone, pager, and so
on)
§ Ask each learner to write detailed and clear

instructions on how to use the tool correctly
§ Ask learners to include “troubleshooting” tips

and even pictures if possible

Skills to Practise
q write instructions
q research
q problem-solve
q make oral
   presentation

Related Benchmarks

Speaking
Level 4    give sets of simple instructions and

directions
Level 5    participate in a small group discussion

Reading
Level 4    find information in formatted texts
Level 5   identify factual details and some inferred

 meaning from formatted text

Writing
Level 4:     fill out simple forms
Level 5:    fill out forms
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Surveys: What are People Saying?

Let’s brainstorm the purposes for a survey…

What do surveys look like?

Surveys
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Here’s a sample…

Survey Results:

Pie Chart #1: How Often Do You Exercise?

1. How often do you exercise?
a) every day   b) 4 to 5 times a week  c) 3 times a week
d) less than 3 times a week  e) never

2. How frequently do you read food labels?
a) 100% of the time b) 70% - 99% of the time
c) 40% - 69% of the time   d) 10% - 39% of the time
e) 0%

3. How often do you eat out?
a) never b) once a month c) once a week
d) 2 to 5 times a week e) every day

100 people were surveyed
1. a) 6 b) 11 c) 18 d) 26 e) 39
2. a) 2 b) 9 c) 15 d) 21 e) 53
3. a) 3 b) 17 c) 33 d) 19 e) 28

6

11

18

26

39

Everyday

4 to 5 times a week

3 times a week

less than 3 times a week

never
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Pie Chart #2: How Frequently Do You Read Food Labels?

Pie Chart #3: How Often Do You Eat Out?

2
9

15

21

53

100% of the time

70%-99% of the time

40%-69% of the time

1%-39% of the time

0% of the time

3

17

3319

28 never

once a month

once a week

2 to 5 times a week

everyday
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Now, it’s your turn!  In your groups, brainstorm
what kinds of questions you want to ask in your
Information Technology Survey.

Our Survey


